[Clinical application evaluation and revision suggestions of clinical practice guideline on traditional Chinese medicine therapy alone or combined with antibiotics for pelvic inflammatory disease].
To evaluate the clinical application of clinical practice guideline on traditional Chinese medicine therapy alone or combined with antibiotics for pelvic inflammatory disease and provide reference for the revision of the Guideline. Questionnaire research was conducted from applicability and application evaluation. A total of 1 311 copies of valid questionnaires were obtained, including 717 questionnaires on applicability evaluation and 594 questionnaires on application evaluation. There were 83 items from 4 aspects in the applicability questionnaire. In statistical agreement rates of those items to reflect the application status of the Guideline, the rates of 8 items were all more than 95% except for rates of "content integrity", "comparison with the diagnosis and treatment scheme of his/her unit (individual)" and "economy of clinical application", 94.70%, 93.86% and 93.17% respectively. In statistical agreement rates of those items to reflect the quality of the Guideline, the rates of 3 items were all more than 97%, except the rate of "whether syndrome classification is reasonable" item was 95.26%. Among the items that reflect the local purchase difficulty and price evaluation of Chinese patent medicine recommended in the Guideline, most clinicians thought the prices were modest. There were 56 items from 6 aspects in the application evaluation questionnaire. In statistical agreement rates of those items to reflect the application rationality of the Guideline, the rates of 3 items were all more than 96%, except rate of "whether syndrome classification is reasonable" item was 91.58%. In statistical agreement rates of those items to reflect the clinical application effect of the recommended regimen in the Guideline, the traditional application of traditional Chinese medicine decoction had generally better application effect, whereas Chinese patent medicines were less effective. In statistical agreement rates of those items to reflect the overall evaluation of clinical application, the rates of "overall effect" and "overall safety" were all more than 96%, except the rates of "overall economy" item was 92.42%. It indicates that the overall effect of this Guideline is relatively well. It is suggested to improve the classification of syndrome differentiation and increase the species of Chinese medicine decoction and Chinese patent medicines, and to standardize the duration and course of medication. The next revised work should not only uptake the experiences of prominent TCM doctors and all kinds of research achievements, but also regularly update and strengthen the publicity of the Guideline.